
Be aware of the work being done now by the
Commission on the Jury chaired by attorney Mark
Zauderer of New York City, sponsored by the Office
of Court Administration and the Committee on the
Jury System chaired by Peter D. FitzGerald of Glens
Falls, initiated by the New York State Bar. 

Please also be aware of The Jury Trial Project of
the Office of Court Administration, which has adopt-
ed certain trial innovations like jury questions, jury
note-taking, interim commentary and preliminary
instructions to the jury, all without input from the
Trial Lawyers Section.

These innovations and others, such as the reduc-
tion of peremptory challenges and bringing insur-
ance representatives to pre-trial conferences, must be
a concern for this Trial Lawyers Section and the New
York State legislature as they each so fundamentally
affect our jury trial system. 
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It has been very busy for
this lawyer since my first
message as Chair.

We had a short supply
of attendees at the August
2003 Summer Program at
Niagara-on-the-Lake,
Ontario. The weather was
perfect. The CLE Program
was excellent. The geogra-
phy was splendid. We must
get together from all over the state to protect our
civil trial system, i.e., lawyer-conducted voir dire,
adversarial procedure honed by time and experience,
reverence for the different roles of lawyer, judge and
juror with ultimate issues decided by citizen jurors.

Tort reform, cynicism bred by lawyer advertising,
selfish political motives and misperceptions in the
third branch of government all contribute to the pos-
sible loss of what is so basic to our democratic
birthright: every citizen, poor or rich, has an inalien-
able right to go to court.

You appreciate that only in New York State can
lawyers still pick jurors without court supervision. I
hate to preach to the choir. Please be on time for jury
selection, be courteous to your opponent, be solici-
tous of the panel, forget advocacy, learn about the
jurors, avoid issues over conduct and challenges, and
then sit down. 

A Message from the Chair
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We can’t suffer a rearrangement of who is
important in our courtrooms. It is not the judge, nor
the attorneys, not the jurors, but only the litigants. 

The Trial Lawyers Section of the New York State
Bar Association, all 3,500 members, by resolution of
its Executive Committee on December 13, 2003, now
oppose the adoption of juror questions in any form
to witnesses and jury note-taking at any trial con-
ducted in New York State. 

Please come to the Annual Meeting on January
26–31, 2004, in New York City, attend the Boot Camp
for the Civil Litigator and enjoy the dinner with the

TICL Section, at the Tavern-on-the-Green with politi-
cal satirist James Carville as speaker.

The Executive Committee meeting on the after-
noon of January 28th is a must for all members, par-
ticularly our past Chairs.

I have included on page 12 in this Digest the
remarks of our distinguished awardee, Philip H.
Magner, Jr., Esq. of Buffalo, at the 2003 Summer
Conference.

Edward C. Cosgrove
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Back issues of the Trial Lawyers Section Digest (2000-2003) are
available on the New York State Bar Association Web site.

www.nysba.org/trial
Back issues are available at no charge to Section members only. You must be logged
in as a member to access back issues. For questions, log-in help or to obtain your
user name and password, e-mail webmaster@nysba.org or call (518) 463-3200.
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Premises Security: Elements and Defenses
By Harry Steinberg

they must have occurred before the courts will hold that
a landowner has sufficient notice so that such acts are
foreseeable triggering the “minimal duty” to protect.

1. Sufficient Notice

Evidence of drug dealing in the building where the
rape took place and evidence of rapes in other buildings
in the same housing complex was sufficient to establish
notice and to make such crimes foreseeable.6

One hundred seven (107) reported crimes, including
10 crimes against persons, in 21 months before the plain-
tiff was shot in the building lobby made the crime fore-
seeable and was sufficient to invoke the duty to protect
even though there was no proof that any crimes occurred
in the lobby.7

Plaintiff’s sworn affidavit as to prior crimes plus
defendant’s own security complaint reports were suffi-
cient to raise an issue of fact as to whether there was a
sufficient history of criminal assaults so as to make
assault on plaintiff foreseeable.8

Plaintiff’s evidence that the building
owners and managing agent received
numerous complaints from tenants
about criminal activity in the building
and, in turn, warned tenants about such
activity, that building entrances were left
unattended during business hours, that
visitors were not screened upon entering
the building, and that, in the opinion of
a security expert, the assault was the
result of inadequate security measures,
sufficed to raise triable issues as to
whether security measures [were ade-
quate].9

Evidence that drug dealers frequented the premises
and broke locks was sufficient to put the landlord on
notice that an assault was foreseeable.10

Evidence of drug dealing was sufficient to put the
owner on notice that a shooting was foreseeable.11

2. Insufficient Notice

Notice of car break-ins in the parking lot and
vagrants in the lobby was insufficient to give notice that
an assault was foreseeable.12

Shopper abducted and robbed in store parking lot
could not state claim because “defendant had no prior
notice of any criminal activity which could have caused
it to foresee the injury suffered” by plaintiff.13

When a landowner may be held liable for a criminal
act which occurs on the premises is governed by a series
of well-settled legal principles. Here we offer a review of
those principles, focusing on what a plaintiff must estab-
lish to state a claim (or to avoid a dispositive motion)
and what defenses are available to the landowner.

I. The Duty-Foreseeability-Notice Triad

In premises liability cases based upon a claim of fail-
ure to provide proper security, duty, foreseeability and
notice are intertwined, with the courts holding that a
duty exists based only upon notice that criminal acts
were foreseeable which, in turn, arises from notice of
prior criminal acts.

A. Duty

A possessor of real property (either as landowner or
tenant) is not an insurer of the safety of those using the
property, but does have a duty to take minimal precau-
tions to protect those using the property from the fore-
seeable criminal acts of third persons.1

“The law does not require [a landowner] to provide
the optimal or most advanced security system available,
but only reasonable security measures.” Thus, where
there was an inoperable lock on the outer lobby door, but
a working lock on the inner lobby door and the tenant
was shot between the two doors, the landlord would not
be held liable.2

A landlord who provided locking doors, intercoms
and 24-hour security provided the required minimal
security and could not be held liable to a visitor assault-
ed when he was trapped outside the locked security
doors.3

A landlord did not have the duty to provide 24-
hour-a-day doorman service.4

B. Foreseeability

That criminal acts of third parties were foreseeable
may be established by showing that other criminal acts,
even dissimilar criminal acts, occurred in the past, and it
is not necessary that the prior acts took place on the
same premises; it is sufficient that they occurred within
the same group of buildings. Notice of robberies in the
same building and rapes in other buildings in the same
development were sufficient to put landowner on notice
that a rape might occur in this building.5

C. Notice

There is no “bright-line” test as to how many crimi-
nal incidents, of what type they must be and how often



Vague recollection of a single criminal act was
“patently insufficient.”14

Prior criminal activity in the general neighborhood
of the premises “was patently insufficient.”15

That the fire escape ladder provided easy access to
plaintiff’s window was insufficient absent notice of prior
criminal activity.16

Evidence of arson at two other properties of the
same owner “does not provide a basis from which the
jury could infer that defendant landlord was obligated to
undertake special security measures.”17

Two minor thefts and testimony that the building
was in a “bad area” was insufficient to put the landown-
er on notice that shooting was foreseeable.18

II. Duty Is Based Only Upon Control of the
Premises

Only a possessor of property has a duty to provide
minimal security to those using it from the foreseeable
criminal acts of third parties.

A tenant who was assaulted at an outer entrance
could not state a claim because the “landlord has no
duty to safeguard tenants from neighborhood crime as
such. The duty to protect against criminal intruders only
arises when ambient crime has seriously infiltrated the
premises or when the landlord is on notice of a serious
risk of such infiltration.”19

A shopping center owner whose security staff
patrolled the parking lot had no duty, contractual or oth-
erwise, to patrol inside the store in which the employee
was raped nor was there evidence to establish the fore-
seeability of the attack.20

A distributor of gasoline to a service station could
not be held liable for an attack on an attendant because it
did nothing more than supply gasoline; it had no duty to
maintain, supervise or control the day-to-day
operations.21

A tenant of a building had no duty to protect a visi-
tor to its office who was killed in the parking lot because
the tenant had no possessory interest or control of the
parking lot.22

A bar owner was not liable for an injury which
resulted when two patrons left the premises and
engaged in a fight outside because “the defendant’s duty
was limited to conduct on its premises, which it had the
opportunity to control, and of which it was reasonably
aware.”23

A nightclub which was one of three building tenants
had no duty to one of its patrons who was stabbed in the

parking lot because its lease did not vest it with the duty
to control or maintain the parking lot.24

III. Duty and the Third Party

As a rule, third parties who have some relationship
with the possessor of the property cannot be held liable
for criminal acts which cause injury to a tenant or visitor.
Typically this means that security guard providers and
others will succeed when they move for summary judg-
ment.

A. Summary Judgment Granted

The Appellate Division reversed denial of a summa-
ry judgment motion by a security guard provider
because there was no privity between the guard provider
and the injured tenant.25

The defendant guard provider could not be held
liable even if one of its guards observed the attack and
refused to intercede.26

The phone company could not be held liable for a
rape where the intruder gained access to the apartment
by using a terminal box under the window as a step
because there was no duty to prevent misuse of the box;
placement of the box was not a proximate cause of the
crime, but only furnished the condition for its occur-
rence.27

A visitor who was raped when an intruder easily
pushed through the defective front-door lock had no
cause of action against the locksmith because there was
no relationship between the visitor and locksmith.28

The installer of windows could not be held liable
where the assailant made his entry through a window
which lacked locks.29

B. Summary Judgment Denied

Questions of fact barred summary judgment against
the landlord and guard provider where the robbery
occurred during a change of shifts which left the housing
complex unguarded for 15 minutes.30

A landowner who erected a scaffold on its own
property could be held liable for injuries to the tenant of
an adjoining building by a burglar who used the scaffold
to enter her apartment.31

The failure of guards to be positioned throughout
the theater, as required by contract, was sufficient to per-
mit a jury to find that the guard service breached its duty
to protect the employee of the theater which hired the
guard service.32

IV. Substantial Cause (a.k.a. Proximate Cause)

The mere fact that a duty has been breached by fail-
ing to take reasonable steps to protect persons on the
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entrance to the building and the intruder was appre-
hended and proved to be a stranger.37

Although the intruder was masked, witnesses did
not recognize him and he was seen fleeing premises.38

Witnesses did not recognize the assailants who were
seen forcing their way into the building.39

The witness did not recognize the assailant and
expert testimony indicated that the unmasked intruder
was not a resident as he had no fear of being identified.40

V. The Indoor/Outdoor Dichotomy
Generally, the courts have taken a very narrow and

limited view of when liability can be established for a
crime that starts, or takes place, outdoors or off-premis-
es.

A. Recovery Barred

The defendant had no duty to secure the front door
of a building to protect a passerby from the danger of
criminal acts by drug dealers in and around the building.
Although the plaintiff was returning to the building from
an errand while visiting a tenant of the building, that he
was 191 feet from the building when he was shot made
the shooting “a mere fortuity.”41

A landlord had no duty to protect a passerby, who
was hit with shotgun pellets, from potential dangers
arising from drug trafficking in a storefront.42

The plaintiff, who was dragged from the street into a
building and robbed and raped, failed to state a cause of
action against the building owner who failed to maintain
a security system. “Under the circumstances of this case,
where neither the victim nor the crime were connected
with the defendant’s building, we hold that plaintiff was
not within the zone of foreseeable harm and that, as a
consequence, liability cannot be imposed.”43

A plaintiff assaulted on a Co-Op City pathway failed
to state a claim. “It would be an unreasonable burden to
impose on Co-Op City the duty of preventing such a
random act of violence which could have occurred any-
where on its over 32 miles of sidewalks and pathways.”44

B. Recovery Possible

Questions of fact remained as to whether the hotel
knew of prior thefts from its driveway and whether it
took reasonable steps to prevent such theft.45

A defendant can be held liable for a violent act on
the front steps of the building, but no liability would
attach here because there was no history of violence and
once the fight started the doorman promptly called
police.46

premises from the foreseeable criminal acts of third par-
ties (for example, by failing to repair a broken door lock)
still leaves open the question of whether such negligence
was the substantial (proximate) cause of the complained
of injury. Thus, in addition to proving, for example, that
a door was not properly locked, a plaintiff must also
prove that the assailant used the unlocked door to gain
access to the premises and that the assailant was an
intruder rather than a visitor or guest of a tenant.

The problem of proving proximate cause was often a
formidable one since criminals rarely leave calling cards
or remain on the premises to explain to their victims that
they are trespassers. As a result, even where a crime vic-
tim proved that a lock was broken, the victim often
remained unable to surmount the proximate cause barri-
er because the victim could not prove that the assailant
was an intruder.33 Plaintiff’s claim that the failure to pro-
vide a lock for the entrance door permitted the assailant
to enter the building was dismissed because she failed to
establish that the assailant entered via the unlocked door,
thereby failing to establish proximate cause.34

Faced with this problem in a pair of cases (one seek-
ing reversal of a motion for summary judgment and one
seeking reinstatement of a plaintiff’s verdict), the Court
of Appeals, in Burgos v. Aqueduct Realty Corp.,35 lowered
the proximate cause barrier by stating a “rule of reason”
as to how a victim could prove that an assailant was an
intruder.

In Burgos, the lead case, plaintiff testified that the
building was a small building, that she knew all of the
tenants and those who frequented the building and that
she did not recognize the assailant. This, the Court of
Appeals held, was sufficient to raise a triable issue of
fact, plaintiff’s burden on a motion for summary judg-
ment.

In Gomez, the companion case, the jury heard evi-
dence that neither the victim nor other witnesses recog-
nized the assailant, that when the assailant got into the
elevator he did not select a floor and made no effort to
hide his identity as he escaped through an unlocked
door. This, the Court of Appeals held, was sufficient to
allow a jury to conclude that the assailant was an intrud-
er.

A. Post Burgos Law

In the wake of Burgos, the courts have accepted a
wide variety of evidence as proof that the assailant was
an intruder.

The intruder was unmasked.36

The buzzer system was inoperative, the door fre-
quently did not lock, the door was the only practical



VI. Relationship Between Victim and Assailant
Where the assailant is lawfully on the premises (i.e.,

as a tenant or guest) or where there is a relationship
between the assailant and the victim the courts will find
that the assault was an unforeseeable intervening force
that cuts off any negligence by the landlord as a proxi-
mate cause of the injury.

Where the plaintiff was targeted by drug dealers, a
broken front door lock could not be a proximate cause of
the assault.47

Where the plaintiff was the targeted victim of a long-
time enemy who had access to the building because he
had friends living there, the assault was “an unforesee-
able intervening force” which cut off any negligence by
the landlord in failing to repair the door lock.48

A guest stabbed by the tenant’s former boyfriend
cannot state a claim.49

A landlord could not be held liable where an ex-
lover stalked the tenant and shot her as she was entering
the vestibule of the building in which she lived.50

A landlord had no duty to control one tenant who
assaulted another.51

A landlord was not liable where one tenant shot
another with a BB gun.52

Given the motivation of the tenants who assaulted
plaintiff, the assault was “extraordinary and unforesee-
able.”53

However, where the victim was attacked by a tenant
who had a right to be on the premises, liability could be
imposed on the landlord for negligence in failing to lock
the vacant apartment into which the victim was forced
by the attacker.54

A landlord could not be held liable for a rape com-
mitted in the laundry room by a guest of a tenant
because even if the laundry room had been locked the
guest-assailant would have had access to it.55

A tenant who opened the apartment door and
admitted an acquaintance who assaulted her failed to
establish that the assailant’s entry into the building was a
result of the defendant’s negligence.56

That the victim admitted the assailant did not bar
recovery since the victim was expecting a visitor.57

VII. The Duty of a Commercial Landowner
Commercial landowners who invite the public onto

their premises are not liable for sudden and unforesee-
able criminal acts. But they can be liable where there is
notice of criminal activity or where they fail to do what
they can to protect persons on their premises.

A. Recovery Possible

While a public establishment has no duty to protect
customers from the unforeseeable criminal acts of third
persons, it does have a duty to control the conduct of
third persons when it has the opportunity to do so; jury
verdict of liability affirmed where a store manager
observed an assault and failed to attempt to stop it.58

A store owner had no duty to protect a shopper in
the mall’s common area, but the mall operator, knowing
of “gangs” loitering outside the store, may have had a
duty “to take minimal precautions to protect [shoppers]
from the reasonably foreseeable criminal acts of third
persons.”59

Although a landlord or owner of a pub-
lic establishment has no duty to protect
its patrons from unforeseeable and
unexpected assaults nor to take any pro-
tective measures unless there was a fore-
seeable risk of harm from criminal activ-
ities of third persons . . . a landowner
nevertheless has the duty to control the
conduct of persons present on its prem-
ises when it has the opportunity to con-
trol or is reasonable aware of the neces-
sity for such control.60

B. Recovery Barred

A fast-food restaurant owner had no duty to protect
a patron from a sudden, unforeseeable assault by anoth-
er patron.61

Neither the owner of the property nor the operator
of the store could be held liable for injuries which
occurred when an arsonist threw a firebomb into the
store given the total lack of evidence that the act was
foreseeable.62

A restaurant patron failed to establish that it was
foreseeable that he would be assaulted in the men’s
room. “The mere fact that a single similar incident,
involving different patrons, may have occurred in the
defendant’s restaurant approximately five months prior
to the incident involved in this case does not, without
more, establish that the defendant owed a duty to pro-
tect the plaintiff against such an unexpected and sudden
assault.”63

VIII. The Duty of ATM Providers
Although banks, especially automatic teller

machines, may be regarded as “high hazard” locations,
the rule that the criminal acts of third persons must be
foreseeable remains the rule and there must be some pat-
tern of past conduct before the courts will find foresee-
ability that gives rise to a duty.
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or omission out of which the injury is
claimed to have arisen and the capacity
in which that act or failure to act
occurred which governs liability, not
whether the agency involved is engaged
generally in proprietary activity or is in
control of the location in which the
injury occurred.”69

In Miller, the Court of Appeals held that the state
could be held liable because its operation of dormitories
was a proprietary activity—arising from providing resi-
dences—and rejected claims that the state’s failure to
provide protection was really a claim of police failure
and, therefore, a governmental activity.

In Weiner, upon which Miller relied, the Court of
Appeals held that the failure to provide security at sub-
way stations involved the governmental function of allo-
cation of police resources and that a private common car-
rier could be held liable for failure to provide security
under similar circumstances was of no moment.70

B. The Rule Applied

The plaintiff could not state a claim for failure to
warn of criminal activity because that was a governmen-
tal police, not proprietary, function.71

A college was not liable for an injury inflicted by an
inmate released from prison to attend school as it had no
duty to restrict the prisoner’s access to campus.72

The state could not be held liable to a campus visitor
who was injured by a bullet fired from a dormitory.73

The claim that the Housing Authority was liable for
failing to protect a tenant from a bullet fired through a
door was a claim for lack of police protection, which was
a governmental function to which immunity attached.74

The city could not be held liable for an injury caused
by a prisoner whose handcuffs were removed for med-
ical treatment; the decision to remove the handcuffs was
discretionary.75

While the city could not be held liable for failure to
provide police protection, there was a question of fact,
which barred summary judgment, as to whether the city
provided proper crowd control at a public concert where
the stampede occurred.76

The estate of a passenger failed to state a claim for
misallocation of security resources, but did state a claim
if the Transit Authority employees observed the assault
from a place of safety and failed to summon aid.77

The failure to lock exit gates involves a governmen-
tal function and is not actionable.78

The failure to properly light an exit area involves a
governmental function and is not actionable.79

However, the courts have also held that while most
landowners have only a “minimal duty” to secure their
premises, the provider of an ATM “has a duty to take
reasonable precautions to secure its premises if it knows or
should have known that there is a likelihood of conduct
on the part of third persons likely to endanger the safety
of those using its premises.”64

“[A]n ATM owner has a duty to take reasonable pre-
cautions to secure its premises if it knows or should
know that there is a likelihood of conduct on the part of
third persons likely to endanger the safety of those using
the premises.”65

The above two cases represent a tale of two
Appellate Divisions.

In the first case plaintiff prevailed by adducing evi-
dence not of prior crimes on the premises, but that the
locking mechanism on the vestibule door had been inop-
erable for at least a year. QUERY: Was the broken lock a
proximate cause of the robbery? Could not the criminal
have committed the same crime by waiting outside a
properly locked vestibule door and waylaying ATM
users there?

However, in the second case plaintiff’s claim was
dismissed because he failed to establish that there was
any evidence of past crimes in the ATM vestibule where
he was assaulted, but not robbed. Evidence that the area
was a high-crime area was insufficient to establish that
the bank was required to provide some heightened form
of security.

A plaintiff who was shot at an ATM failed to show a
pattern of conduct that would have put the bank on
notice that criminal acts by third persons were foresee-
able.66

“[T]hat a person using an ATM might be subject to
robbery is conceivable, but conceivability is not the
equivalent of foreseeability.”67

Plaintiff was entitled to records of all criminal con-
duct and assaults at all of defendant’s Manhattan
branches for a three-year period, since prior criminal
conduct need not be of the same type as conduct which
harmed plaintiff.68

IX. The Governmental/Proprietary Function
Dichotomy

Governmental bodies enjoy immunity from claims
arising from their governmental functions but not from
claims arising from their proprietary functions. This rule
is easy enough to state, but not necessarily easy to apply.

A. The Rule Stated

When the liability of a governmental
entity is at issue, “[i]t is the specific act



The failure to properly maintain a key security sys-
tem is a governmental function and is not actionable.80

The failure to properly maintain locks on a school
gate is a governmental function and is not actionable.81

X. The Higher Duty of Schools
Unlike landowners, schools have a higher duty to

protect students; schools are not the guarantors of their
students’ safety, but they are required to act as a prudent
parent would under the circumstances. However, this
rule applies only to students, not to teachers and other
school employees.

A. The Rule and Its Application

In Mirand v. City of New York,82 the Court of Appeals
set forth the duty owed by schools to their students as
follows:

• “[A] teacher owes it to his [or her] charges to exer-
cise such care as a parent of ordinary prudence
would observe in comparable circumstances.”83

• The school must have knowledge, actual or con-
structive, of prior similar conduct.84

• An injury caused by a sudden impulsive act of a
fellow student will not support a finding of negli-
gence.85

In Mirand, the Court of Appeals concluded that the
school was liable where students reported a conflict and
nothing was done and where, in violation of a School
Security Plan, there were no guards present at the exit at
which the assaults took place.

In Johnsen v. Carmel Central School District,86 the
Appellate Division held that a school could not be held
liable for an injury during a fight because there was no
prior conduct that would have allowed the school to
anticipate the altercation.

However, in Nelson v. Sachem Central School District,87

the Appellate Division held that a school could be held
liable for injuries resulting from an altercation even
where the aggressor had no past history if it could be
shown that the altercation developed over time and that
the school failed to take prompt action to limit or avoid
the altercation.

In Garcia v. City of New York,88 the Appellate Division
affirmed a plaintiff’s verdict in a case in which a young
boy was sexually molested when he went to the bath-
room alone notwithstanding that there had been no such
prior incidents. The court reasoned that the school did
not act as a prudent parent would have acted in allowing
a five-year old kindergartner to go to the bathroom
alone. Helping lead the court to this conclusion were two
written procedures which stated that children in school

grades three or lower should not be allowed to go the
bathroom alone, but should be sent with a “buddy.”

In Murray v. Research Foundation of State University of
New York,89 violation of procedures also convinced the
Appellate Division that summary judgment was inap-
propriate. Here, a child was molested by an adult who
met alone with the child behind closed doors notwith-
standing a rule that prohibited such meetings.

However, in Schrader v. Board of Education,90 violation
of a procedure was not sufficient to keep a school from
obtaining summary judgment dismissing the claim of a
female student who had been molested by two male stu-
dents. Notwithstanding a school rule that permitted only
one student of each sex to leave the classroom at the
same time, the Appellate Division concluded that
because the two boys had no history of bad behavior
that would put the school on notice, the school could not
be held liable for the attack.

In Maness v. City of New York,91 the Appellate
Division dismissed the claim of a student who was shot
outside school during a post-lunch recess period because
the absence of supervision was not a proximate cause of
the student’s injury.

However, in Bell v. Board of Education,92 the Court of
Appeals held that a school could be held liable for an off-
premises sexual assault where the assault occurred
because the school was negligent in supervising the stu-
dent-victim in allowing her to leave her class group
while her class was on a field trip.

B. Teachers and Employees

The higher duty that schools owe students does not
apply to teachers and other school employees.

In Bisignano v. City of New York,93 the Appellate
Division held that a school cannot be held liable for a
student’s attack on a teacher because the school had no
special duty to the teacher.

In Ferrara v. Board of Education,94 the Appellate
Division held that a school had no special duty to its
employee who was assaulted by an intruder in the prin-
cipal’s office.

XI. Limiting Liability Based Upon CPLR
Article 16

CPLR Article 16 provides an important tool by
which defendants, even if liable, can limit the extent of
their liability.

CPLR 1601(1) provides that where there are two or
more liable defendants each defendant remains, as under
the common law rule, jointly and severally liable for all
of plaintiff’s economic damages. However, if one defen-
dant is found to be liable for 50% or less of the total lia-
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Example: D-1 and D-2 are both found liable and the
jury assigns 30% of the fault to D-1 and 70% of the fault
to D-2 and awards plaintiff economic losses of $100,000
and non-economic losses of $100,000.
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losses and $30,000 of non-economic losses.
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sisting of all of plaintiff’s damages.

A. Applicability of Article 16

CPLR 1601 provides that Article 16 does not apply
where plaintiff can establish that despite diligent efforts
jurisdiction could not be obtained over the missing party.

Article 1602 contains a long list of exceptions to
CPLR 1601(1); most notable among the exclusions are
motor vehicle accidents, unlawful release of hazardous
materials and actions requiring proof of intent.

The party claiming that Article 16 does not apply
bears the burden of proof on that issue.

B. The Intentional/Negligent Hybrid Case

Until the Court of Appeals spoke, there was a split of
authority among the Appellate Divisions as to whether
Article 16 applied in the typical premises security case in
which the landlord is charged with negligence but there
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tional tort.
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assailant.
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CPLR Amendments
2003 Legislative Session (Chapters 1-6981)

CPLR § Chapter (§) Change Eff. Date

304 261 (1) Extends pilot program on commencement of actions by 7/29/03
fax or e-mail until 9/1/05

1012(b) 296 (7) Requires notice to city, county, town, or village where 1/1/05
constitutionality of a local law, ordinance, rule, or regulation
is involved and the municipality is not a party

1101(f) 16 (20) Extends effective date for 1101(f) until 9/1/05 3/31/03
2103(b)(7) 261 (1) Extends pilot program on service of interlocutory papers 7/29/03

by e-mail until 9/1/05
2104 62 (Part J, 28) Requires defendant to file stipulations of settlement 7/14/03

with county clerk
2303(a) 547 Requires service of copy of subpoena on each party so that 1/1/04

it is received before the production
3017(c) 694 (1) Expands to all personal injury and wrongful death cases 11/27/03

prohibition on dollar amount in ad damnum

3217(d) 62 (Part J, 29) Requires that all notices, stipulations, and certificates pursuant 7/14/03
to CPLR 3217 be filed by defendant with county clerk

4016(b) 694 (2) Adds provision on reference at trial to dollar amount in 11/27/03
personal injury and wrongful death cases

4111(d) 86 (1) Replaces section with new CPLR 4111(d) on itemized verdict 7/26/032

in medical, dental, or podiatric malpractice actions

5031 86 (2) Replaces section with new CPLR 5031 on basis for determining 7/26/032

judgment to be entered

5035 86 (3) REPEALS CPLR 5035, relating to effect of death of judgment 7/26/032

creditor

7803(5) 492 (2) Adds provision on proceedings to review final determination 9/1/033

or order of State Review Officer
8011(h)(1), (2) 11 (2) Increases sheriff’s fees 2/24/03
8018(a)(1) 62 (Part J, 23) Increases index number fee to $190 (plus $20 under 7/14/03

CPLR 8018(a)(3)), for a total of $210)
8019(f) 62 (Part J, 24) Increases fees for copies of records 7/14/03
8020(a) 62 (Part J, 25) Increases RJI fee to $95 and subsequent calendaring fee to $30; 7/14/03

imposes $45 fee for motions and cross-motions
8020(c) 62 (Part J, 25) Increases jury demand fee to $65 7/14/03
8020(d) 62 (Part J, 25) Imposes $35 fee for filing stipulation of settlement pursuant to 7/14/03

CPLR 2104 or notice, stipulation, or certificate pursuant to
CPLR 3217(d)

8022(a) 62 (Part J, 27) Increases notice of appeal filing fee to $65 7/14/03
8022(b) 62 (Part J, 27); Increases filing fee to $315 for record on appeal pursuant to 7/14/03

686 (Part B, 6) CPLR 5530 & imposes $45 filing fee for motions and
cross-motions

8023 261 (1) Extends pilot program on payment of fee by credit card 7/29/03
until 9/1/05

Endnotes
1. Chapters 2-3,  443, 480, 609, 628, and 636 are not yet available.

2. Applies to actions and proceedings commenced on or after 7/26/03.

3. Applies to proceedings commenced on or after 9/1/03.

Reprinted with permission from the NYSBA Commercial and Federal Litigation Section Newsletter, Winter 2003, Vol. 9, No. 3.



Special Award Presented to Philip H. Magner, Jr.
at Summer Meeting
Our Trial Lawyers Section held a Summer Program at Niagara-on-the-Lake in Ontario, Canada, on August 13
through August 15, 2003.

At the Gala Dinner Celebration on Friday, August 15, 2003, the esteemed trial lawyer, Philip H. Magner, Jr., of
Buffalo, received a “Special Award” for his leadership and trial skills for over the years that he has practiced law in
New York State.

Mr. Magner was saluted for his membership in the State Bar, and particularly for his unstinting efforts against
the no-fault system, the protection of lawyers undergoing grievance and disciplinary process, and his very special
concern for the ill and infirmed lawyer.

Mr. Magner was President of the Bar Association of Erie County, and a member of the Torts, Insurance and
Compensation Law Section, and Trial Lawyers Section of the New York State Bar Association. He is a member of
the Best Lawyers of America, and the American College of Trial Lawyers.

His marvelous remarks to the dinner attendees are printed below.

Edward C. Cosgrove

Since Chairman Ed is no longer District Attorney of
Erie County and is once again a plaintiff’s personal
injury lawyer, he obviously has not forgotten how to
lay it on heavy.

Frankly, I was curious myself about the reasons for
this “Special Award,” so I managed to get a copy of the
criteria, and I have it here.

(Pretending to Read):

“Recipient must be more than 75 years
old, must have practiced trial law in
Western New York and elsewhere for
more than 50 years, have very little
hair, an artificial hip and only one eye.”

Somehow, they were able to identify me, and here
I am.

(Pretending to Read):

“Chairman Cosgrove thinks this award
will be much cheaper than paying big
bucks for a real speaker.”

Of course, I’m delighted to share the evening, as I
have shared most of my life with my dear Monica, who
has been my wife, lover, sparring partner, and pal for
more than 43 years. It is not always easy to live with a
busy trial lawyer with all the highs and lows, the wins
and losses, the cases tried near to home and far away.
But she has managed to remain calm—relatively—
through it all, to tolerate my sometimes high level of
cantankerousness, to make our home not just a refuge

but a delight, and to do well most of the heavy lifting in
raising our two sons to responsible and devoted man-
hood.

We lions of the courtroom are inclined sometimes to
become a bit full of ourselves. After a great victory or a
brilliant cross-examination, our balloons sometimes
over-inflate and rise to dizzy heights. If your experience
is at all like mine, you know that spouses have a special
ability to let some air out and bring us back to earth to
a soft or bumpy landing as circumstances require. This
is a faculty that Monica developed early and used often.
While at those times I was inclined to respond “you
should have married a shepherd,” I knew in my heart
that she was right and that I wasn’t really quite ready
for Valhalla. I’ve now stopped searching for her mute
button, which she assures me I will never, ever find.

Not so long ago, four operations in three years took
me out of the courtroom and off the tennis courts. I was
a good deal better at one than the other, and I’ll leave
you to wonder which was which. We now spend eight
months of Buffalo’s glorious winters among our con-
temporaries on beautiful Longboat Key, Florida, where
the principal birth control device is nudity. We play
with our grandchildren, test our marriage with a lot of
daily togetherness, and observe the passing scene. And
what a scene it is. Longboat Key has a wonderful, lov-
ing family atmosphere. It’s inspiring to see so many
men in my approximate age group come down for a
weekend or a week with their nieces or grandnieces.
Some of them have such large families it is a different
niece every trip.
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one of those burdensome
and offensive rules for the
Fourth Department.

I cannot allow this
opportunity to pass without
expressing my pride in this
Section which vigorously
opposes recent proposals to
open the disciplinary process
to public view before final
judgment has been rendered.
For most of my career, the
representation of lawyers
and judges charged with
professional misconduct has
been a small but regular and
important part of my prac-
tice. Many were from small
cities or even smaller towns
where professional charges
would have been big news.
The fact that more than a few

of those cases were completely dismissed or only minor
violations found when resolved in the Appellate
Division would not have been enough to salvage long
and valuable careers if early publicity and fatal damage
had already occurred. I should note that Justice Pigott
has announced publicly his opposition to opening disci-
plinary proceedings at any nonfinal stage.

My “golden age” was also a time before the
Supreme Court of the United States, in its infinite wis-
dom, decided to throw open the cages of the zoo and
release the beast of lawyer advertising for the benefit of
the public. Of course, that decision turns out to benefit
chiefly the advertisers themselves and those who sell
TV and outdoor advertising, plus significantly increas-
ing the weight of the phone book. That decision began
the process by which our noble profession became for
some only a business in which lawyers compete for
public notice with used cars, potato chips, and intimate
feminine products. Even a few able and respected trial
lawyers who don’t want to have apparently felt com-
pelled to advertise in defense of their practices.

Professional reputations of trial lawyers, once right-
ly earned in the courtroom and in the opinions of col-
leagues, now leap at us full-grown from bus-side, bill-
board, and boob tube. The hucksters and fishmongers
of the law business with their saturation solicitations
have succeeded in lowering the public’s opinion of
lawyers to its lowest point in my quite-long memory. It
seems, unfortunately, that the ancient Shakespearean
threat to “kill all the lawyers” is most likely to be
accomplished by some of our own.

Of course, for some, even
the salt air or the miracles of
modern chemistry cannot
overcome the effects of
advancing age. The over-the-
hill gang has a lot of great
lovers emeritus, extinct vol-
canoes unlikely ever to erupt
again. But I don’t sneer. I sus-
pect my own wild oats will
soon turn to prunes and all-
bran.

It is almost always a mis-
take to give an old trial
lawyer a microphone and a
captive audience, and I’m
afraid for the next few min-
utes you must suffer the con-
sequences. I will, however,
remain mindful that the mind
will not absorb what the rear
cannot endure.

Old men almost always regard the days of their
youth as the best of times, the “golden age” of whatev-
er career they chose, and I am no different. Through a
lucky confluence of circumstances, I had the great good
fortune to begin in my mid-twenties to try cases in
Supreme Court against formidable adversaries.

First as a young lawyer, and later as a lawyer not
quite so young, it was my great pleasure and good for-
tune to be befriended and guided by able lawyers of
maturity and experience who helped me in a myriad of
ways. The finest upstate trial lawyers of those days
were neither so busy or so disinterested that they could
not and did not respond generously to a young lawyer
seeking advice and criticism as he tried to learn his
craft. The encouragement and direction provided by
those lawyers to a very junior member of the Bar was
valuable beyond price, and it is largely because of those
associations and friendships with veteran trial advo-
cates, adversaries and colleagues alike, that the practice
of trial law has been for me both exciting and satisfy-
ing, and each case a new delight.

I am sorry to say that times have changed some-
what from that “golden age” when trial lawyers prac-
ticed honorably and freely, governed only by the
canons of ethics, which were vigorously enforced. In
more recent years, an avalanche of laws, court rules,
blue ribbon committees, task forces, administrative tin-
kering and meddling, and judicial fiats have combined
to restrict our fees, burden our practice, demean our
profession, and question our integrity. To his great cred-
it, Presiding Justice Pigott has quite recently abrogated

Section Chair Edward C. Cosgrove and presiding Justice
Eugene F. Pigott, Appellate Division, Fourth Department,
Supreme Court, State of New York, present special award
to Philip H. Magner, Jr.



Yet with all of that, I remain hopeful and proud of
our ancient but not always honored profession.

Every day I see dedicated lawyers serving the poor,
defending the indigent with devoted service far more
valuable than the thin gruel of compensation provided
by penurious government. I see lawyers shouldering
the burden of community service, providing advice and
counsel and often far more extensive services without
charge to churches, synagogues, and other charitable,
fraternal, and non-profit organizations. In Florida,
where I am also licensed, retired lawyers from other
jurisdictions can be and many are specially admitted to
practice without fee in Housing Court, and thus to level
the field against greedy professional landlords. Lawyers
continue to devote many nonbillable hours to profes-
sional discipline, judicial evaluations, arbitrations, and
the myriad of activities in which Bar Associations serve
the community, all without much, if any, public recogni-
tion.

Indeed, the law is nobly represented not only by
your marvelously talented advocates who argue the
great and celebrated cases of our time in the highest
trial and appellate courts of our state and nation. The
best ideals and highest purposes of the law are often
served as well by the everyday lawyers, the grunts of
our profession, not likely ever to acquire either fame or
fortune, but who faithfully day after day, represent our
citizens in the justice courts and city courts, the munici-
pal courts and housing courts, the county courts and
family courts, for it is in those courts that the law is
most likely to touch the largest numbers of our people.

But it is not enough that the law touch the people
as it daily does in so many ways. It ought to be part of
our purpose as lawyers to help the people touch the
law, to shape it with their consciences, to mold it to
their needs, and to sustain it with their faith. Every
lawyer in daily practice has a personal opportunity to
reduce the towering majesty and mystery of the law to

manageably useful proportions for his clients, to help
them see the law as an instrument for peace in a bel-
ligerent world, as a bastion of reason in a tumultuous
society, and as an argument for order instead of anar-
chy.

A career at the trial bar can and ought to be a life-
time experience full of professional challenge, replete
with intellectual stimulation, and accompanied by fair
financial return, and so it has been for me. I believe I
can say with confidence that my attitude toward the
practice of law is shared by most seasoned lawyers.
After 54 years at the trial bar, the old idealism that
made me choose a lifetime in the law, though molded
by practicality, is today pretty much unwarped by expe-
rience and undimmed by the years, and I continue to
believe that law and lawyers are, deserve to be, and
surely will continue to be vibrant forces in our society.

Each day I went to work to court or to the office, in
Buffalo or in some other city or state, I knew that I
would spend that day, however adversarial it might
turn out to be, in the company of colleagues whom I
deeply admired and respected—men and women as
good as any and better than most, so very many of
whom through all these years I have been privileged to
call my friends.

Among my many weaknesses is a weakness for the
Irish poets, who I think often got things right, and I
know William Butler Yeats got it just right when he
wrote, “Consider how man’s glory best begins and
ends, and say ‘my glory was, I had such friends.’”

I leave you now with my deep appreciation and
Monica’s, and with an Irish wish:

“May your troubles be less, 
And your blessings be more, 
And nothing but happiness 
Come through your door.”

—Philip H. Magner, Jr.
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